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Eve, Sarah, Rachel, Delilah, Ruth-their names live on, but their ancient stories have long been

obscured. In this sumptuously illustrated retelling of the lives of 18 women in the Hebrew Bible, we

are reunited with Deborah, the warrior prophetess, Tamar, the sacred prostitute, Esther, the harem

girl turned savior queen, and many other remarkable female figures. Author Miki Raver pairs each of

these vibrant and daring tales with an eloquent meditation on their meaning for modern women.

Beautiful reproductions of classic biblical art from such masters as Rubens, Blake, Brueghel,

Raphael, Rembrandt, and Chagall illustrate these powerful women's dramatic stories. Including a

foreword by Lynn Gottlieb, this rich marriage of art, literature, and spirituality offers substantive and

entertaining reading, as well as a fresh entry into traditional faith. The perfect Chanukah or Bat

Mitzvah present, Listen to Her Voice is a provocative book to treasure and share.
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This is an enlightening piece of work. I suggest it for everyone, especially young men and women

entering adulthood. It makes a great Bar or Bat Mitzvah gift!!!

I have just finished using this book as the primary text for a Women's study. For eighteen plus

women who met for six weeks and covered the first six chapters this was a wonderful text. Lots of

discussion and excitement. Wonderful art! Miki Raver offers a new and refreshing look at the

women from the OT we thought we knew. I also used Marsha Mirkin's book 'Women Who Danced



by the Sea' as an additional resource. For those who want to explore the role of women in the

fulfillment of God's plan I would recommend these texts.

This is the most wonderful Book I have ever read. I wished I could have had a book like this in my

20's . Mothers, buy this for your daughters. Nothing I have ever read has given me so much. This is

Book is a treasure.Pamela PattersonPort Arthur, Texas

For a woman who has rarely if ever entered the world of the Bible without being daunted by the

emphasis on the masculine, this book is an exquisite exploration into the Bible's women, into their

connection with contemporary women, validating at once their intelligence, their sexuality, their

emotional passion ... ultimately, at least for me, their connection to the modern woman. A no holds

barred look at women without being intimidated by the Book that holds their stories. And, is it not

amusing, that the cover image of Rebecca looks almost exactly like Monica Lewinsky although the

story that most resembles Monica's is actually Delilah's. A great Chanukah or Bat Mitzvah gift.

This is another great read., all about the women in the Old Testament., interesting to say the least.,

get it, loan it to a friend., when you are done., really an interesting read., PS" they sure didn't live

like we do., so be thankful., blessings, paula

Miki Raver gently guides and encourages the reader to know of the lives of women who are as real

in 1998 as they were in history. I could not put this book down and treasure it. I hope the author

writes another one soon. It makes a fabuous gift.

An interesting book and one that you should read if you want to know more about the women of the

bible. Most authors only write about the men. Like there were no women back then.. I wonder where

all the men came from??? Quick delivery and very good condition.

Miki River gives voice to the voices we have never really heard before, although their names and

circumstances are well known to us. Finally, the power and the glory of these utterly modern women

resonate deeply and joyfully.
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